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TEASER

INT. LOBBY - DAY

The lobby of National Mascot League. The walls are plastered 
with posters of mascots throughout history and a sign--

"NATIONAL MASCOT LEAGUE. SUPPORTING THE MODERN PROFESSIONAL 
MASCOT SINCE 1919."

An ambiguous purple mascot, DANA DINOSAUR, sits at a desk. An 
exclamation point mascot, JENNY IN A JIFFY, stands over her 
should. They are watching something on Dana's cellphone.

DANA DINOSAUR
Wait for it...wait for it.

They lean in to watch the video--it's an overly enthusiastic 
tiger mascot at a sporting event struggling to use a t-shirt 
cannon before accidentally shooting himself in the crotch--

Dana and Jenny GROAN sympathetically.

JENNY IN A JIFFY
Merciful mascot! That had to hurt!

DANA DINOSAUR
This has to be a record or something. 
Fourth time this year?

The phone rings.

DANA DINOSAUR (CONT'D)
(answering the phone)

National Mascot League, this is Dana. 
Can I put you on hold for a second? 
Great.

She drops the phone back into its cradle, hanging up on the 
caller.

DANA DINOSAUR (CONT'D)
Let's watch it again!

LARRY THE LIZARD, a bipedal reptilian mascot, enters, 
carrying a briefcase. Jenny jumps guiltily, then hustles 
away.

DANA DINOSAUR (CONT'D)
(without looking up)

Morning, boss.

(CONTINUED)
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2.
CONTINUED:

LARRY THE LIZARD
Dana, we talked about this. You're the 
face of the National Mascot League. So 
let's make it a 'good morning,' okay?

DANA DINOSAUR
I don't like wishing anybody a good 
morning. It's too much responsibility.

Larry lets out a loud sigh.

LARRY THE LIZARD
(softly to himself)

Hell is other people before coffee.
(to Dana)

Okay. Well, what do I have on my 
calendar today?

Dana shrugs carelessly. 

LARRY THE LIZARD (CONT'D)
(mimicking Dana's shrug)

What is this? Use your words, Dana.

DANA DINOSAUR
Means I got nothing.

LARRY THE LIZARD
Dana, what's your job here at the 
League?

DANA DINOSAUR
I'm the receptionist.

LARRY THE LIZARD
Right. So let's try this again. What's 
on the calendar today?

Dana narrows her eyes and tilts her head slightly.

DANA DINOSAUR
I told you, I can't access the calendar.

LARRY THE LIZARD
Ah. Did you forget the password again?

DANA DINOSAUR
No! The computer must have changed the 
password or something.

LARRY THE LIZARD
Sure. Makes sense. Well, any chance you 
could talk to the computer and get the 
new password?

(CONTINUED)
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3.
CONTINUED: (2)

DANA DINOSAUR
Well, I clicked the 'hint' button. 

LARRY THE LIZARD
And?

DANA DINOSAUR
The hint was 'it's the one with the blue 
spots.' Not sure what that is referring 
to...

LARRY THE LIZARD
You do realize you created the hint, 
right?

Dana shrugs. 

LARRY THE LIZARD (CONT'D)
Right. Okay. Is there coffee?

They look over at the coffee machine. It sits empty and 
quiet.

DANA DINOSAUR
I need to make some.

Larry sighs tiredly. FANNIE THE FLAPPER, a high-pitched Betty 
Boop-type mascot rushes in, wringing her hands.

FANNIE THE FLAPPER
(frantic)

There you are! Where have you been? The 
caterer messed up! Everything is a 
disaster!

LARRY THE LIZARD
Good morning, Fannie.

FANNIE THE FLAPPER
Larry, as usual you've given me no 
budget! And no help! And yet you expect 
me to produce miracles!

LARRY THE LIZARD
It's the Young Mascot Luncheon, Fannie. 
Not the Academy Awards. 

Fannie throws her hands up dramatically.

FANNIE THE FLAPPER
Why do I have to do everything around 
here?

She storms out.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (3)

LARRY THE LIZARD
(to her back)

Hey now. I do at least one or two 
things...

Shaking his head, Larry walks towards his office. His door--

"LARRY THE LIZARD, VICE PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL MASCOT 
LEAGUE."

INT. LARRY'S OFFICE - DAY

Larry enters and stops abruptly. Three MASCOTS are waiting 
expectantly by his desk.

MASCOT #1
Bonjour! Comment allez-vous?

Larry raises an eyebrow, baffled. Recovering himself, he 
tries to smile.

LARRY THE LIZARD
Good morning...If you'll excuse me for 
just a moment.

INT. LOBBY - DAY

Larry leans against his office door. He looks over at Dana 
playing on her cell phone.

LARRY THE LIZARD
Dana. There are mascots in my office.

DANA DINOSAUR
Oh yeah! You have a meeting with the 
president of the French Mascot 
Association.

Larry closes his eyes and takes a few deep breaths.

LARRY THE LIZARD
(softly)

Hell is other people.

END OF TEASER
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ACT ONE

INT./EXT. NATIONAL MASCOT LEAGUE PROMO VIDEO - MONTAGE

The promo has a certain amateur quality to it as it starts 
with a series of historical images of mascots and campy, 
ominous music.

OVERLY DRAMATIC NARRATOR (V.O.)
Neither man nor animal, the mascot has 
long struggled for recognition.

Scratchy black and white footage shows a dejected elephant 
mascot at a freak show, a bunny mascot being egged by boys 
and a singing cowboy mascot in front of a jeering audience.

OVERLY DRAMATIC NARRATOR (V.O.) 
(CONT'D)

For centuries we lived in the shadows, 
exploited and mistreated. But that all 
changed after World War I.

The music becomes more upbeat. The footage shows a proud, 
patriotic mascot, UNCLE SAM, leading a group of American 
soldiers in a charge, before cutting to Uncle Sam giving an 
impassioned speech to mascots in Washington DC.

OVERLY DRAMATIC NARRATOR (V.O.) 
(CONT'D)

Uncle Sam, the greatest professional 
mascot to have ever lived, started the 
National Mascot League here in Kansas 
City in 1919 with a dream.

More modern footage of mascots. Grape mascots jump around for 
a California wine commercial. A falcon mascot leads an 
audience in a cheer.

OVERLY DRAMATIC NARRATOR (V.O.) 
(CONT'D)

Now, a century later, professional 
mascots are an integral part of our 
society. We represent sports teams and 
companies, we build morale and give back 
to our communities.

The footage cuts to the offices of the National Mascot 
League. Uncle Sam leads a staff meeting. Studious mascots in 
classes. A mascot high fives a businessman.

OVERLY DRAMATIC NARRATOR (V.O.) 
(CONT'D)

Here at the National Mascot League, we 
are dedicated to supporting you.

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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6.
CONTINUED:

OVERLY DRAMATIC NARRATOR 
Whether it’s through our advocacy work, 
outreach programs or educational 
opportunities, we have your back. 

The National Mascot League logo plays with the tagline, 
"Supporting the Modern Professional Mascot since 1919."

OVERLY DRAMATIC NARRATOR (V.O.) 
(CONT'D)

So, what are you waiting for? Become a 
member today.

INT. CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

Fannie ends the video proudly. She looks around the staff 
meeting, expectantly. Larry sits at one end of the table, 
doodling on a notepad. Jenny and Dana sit next to a snarky 
horse mascot, TOM STALLION.

FANNIE THE FLAPPER
Well?

TOM STALLION
(snickers)

Did you make that in Powerpoint?

FANNIE THE FLAPPER
(appealing to Larry)

Larry!

Larry looks up, startled out of his daydream.

LARRY THE LIZARD
(absently)

Very nice, Fannie.

JENNY IN A JIFFY
I thought we talked about a social media 
campaign instead of...this.

FANNIE THE FLAPPER
Only barbarians and hipsters use social 
media.

JENNY IN A JIFFY
Seriously?

FANNIE THE FLAPPER
You all need to take this more 
seriously! Am I the only one who read 
the latest membership report?

TOM STALLION
Probably.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

FANNIE THE FLAPPER
(exasperated)

The numbers are trending way down. And 
royalties are sinking faster than a pig 
mascot in a mud bath.

The others look at her, stunned.

JENNY IN A JIFFY
What? Why?

Vexed, Fannie throws hers hands up then begins prowling 
around the table.

FANNIE THE FLAPPER
Our top three earners dropped their 
membership last quarter and went 
independent.

LARRY THE LIZARD
What about the regional mascots? Their 
dues?

FANNIE THE FLAPPER
Regional mascot membership is down too. 
YouTube is killing us.

LARRY THE LIZARD
YouTube, Twitter and Instagram. The 
social media axis of evil.

Everybody is silent. Larry massages his temple then lets out 
a sigh. He shakes his head.

LARRY THE LIZARD (CONT'D)
Moving on. Who else has something?

JENNY IN A JIFFY
Me! I've been working on additional 
supports for our plus-sized mascots.

Jenny jumps up and changes the screen to a montage of video 
clips: a variety of large, round mascots trapped in a 
doorways.

JENNY IN A JIFFY (CONT'D)
As you can see, our plus-sized mascots 
have a unique set of struggles.

FANNIE THE FLAPPER
(pointing at a photo)

Who gets stuck in a door? It's an 
embarrassment to professional mascots 
everywhere!

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (2)

JENNY IN A JIFFY
Your judgement isn't helpful.

DANA DINOSAUR
(smirking)

People have created a hashtag for these 
mascots on social media...

LARRY THE LIZARD
Do I want to know?

TOM STALLION
It's #MascotsInTightSpots!

Dana, Tom and Fannie chuckle. Larry sighs.

LARRY THE LIZARD
(tiredly)

Social media is the bane of my 
existence.

JENNY IN A JIFFY
(loudly)

I'd like to offer a spatial awareness 
class that focuses on helping these 
mascots predict trouble spots before 
they become stuck.

TOM STALLION
(laughing)

Don't you mean tight spots?

Fannie and Dana laugh again. Larry frowns at them.

LARRY THE LIZARD
(to Jenny)

Sounds like a solid idea. 
(to the whole group)

Anything else? Great. 

Larry stands up and gathers his things. He begins to leave.

FANNIE THE FLAPPER
Larry!

LARRY THE LIZARD
(turning around)

Oh, right. Fannie needs help with her 
luncheon thing this afternoon. Who's 
available?

JENNY IN A JIFFY
It's twelve kids. How hard could it be?

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (3)

Fannie opens her mouth to retort angrily but Larry cuts her 
off.

LARRY THE LIZARD
I asked for volunteers, not commentary. 
So, thanks for volunteering, Jenny.

Jenny slumps in her seat. Fannie glares at her.

INT. LOBBY - DAY

Larry heads toward the coffee pot but Fannie blocks his way.

LARRY THE LIZARD
Now what?

FANNIE THE FLAPPER
It's Golden Driller.

Larry GROANS. Tom canters in, pausing to lean on Dana's desk.

TOM STALLION
Did you tell him?

Fannie's eyes flash in annoyance.

FANNIE THE FLAPPER
It's on the Kansas City Star's website.

TOM STALLION
(gleefully)

Mug shots and all!

Dana enters. She walks over to her desk and shoves Tom off. 
She rummages for something in a drawer.

FANNIE THE FLAPPER
Plus, American Petroleum dropped him 
this morning.

LARRY THE LIZARD
Perfect. What happened to giving us a 
heads up before they post these things?

DANA DINOSAUR
(helpfully)

They only did that because they were 
scared of Uncle Sam.

Larry presses his lips together in annoyance.

LARRY THE LIZARD
Well, since he's enjoying his retirement 
in Florida these days, everybody is 
going to have learn to deal with me.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

DANA DINOSAUR
Oh, Uncle Sam has called you twice this 
morning.

LARRY THE LIZARD
As always, I appreciate your punctual 
delivery of important information.

DANA DINOSAUR
No problem. He left a message, did you 
want to hear it?

LARRY THE LIZARD
Not really.

Dana shrugs.

LARRY THE LIZARD (CONT'D)
(sighing)

Fine. What did he say?

Dana rummages through some papers.

DANA DINOSAUR
(reading the message)

I put you in charge and you let that 
knucklehead get arrested? You better fix 
this!

(looks up at Larry)
He said he'd call back.

Larry takes a slow, deep breath with closed eyes. No one says 
anything.

LARRY THE LIZARD
Jenny...where's Jenny?

(shouting)
Jenny!

Jenny pokes her head in.

JENNY IN A JIFFY
What's up, boss?

LARRY THE LIZARD
Jenny, get Golden Driller in for some 
job coaching. 

JENNY IN A JIFFY
Okay, what should I focus on with him?

LARRY THE LIZARD
Ways to avoid getting arrested would be 
a good start. 

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (2)

Larry begins to walk away.

LARRY THE LIZARD (CONT'D)
(to himself)

I'll see if I can't call in a few favors 
and find him a new gig.

DANA DINOSAUR
What about Uncle Sam?

LARRY THE LIZARD
(turning back)

I'm going to need you to run 
interference for me.

Dana stares at him, puzzled.

LARRY THE LIZARD (CONT'D)
(slower)

I need you to help me dodge his phone 
calls.

(to the group)
Well? What are you standing around for? 
Move!

INT. LARRY'S OFFICE - DAY

Larry and Dana enter. Larry sits and starts digging in a 
drawer for aspirin.

LARRY THE LIZARD
Okay. Dana, what's next?

Dana says nothing.

LARRY THE LIZARD (CONT'D)
(looking up at her)

You can't still be locked out.

DANA DINOSAUR
Well...

LARRY THE LIZARD
Seriously? 

He fishes out a few aspirin and dry swallows them.

DANA DINOSAUR
It looks like I'm going to have to 
create a new password. 

LARRY THE LIZARD
So what's the hold up?

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

DANA DINOSAUR
Well, the IT guy says it has to be eight 
characters, with one special character, 
a number and a capitalized letter. 

LARRY THE LIZARD
And?

DANA DINOSAUR
Well, that's a big commitment and I 
don't want to rush into anything.

LARRY THE LIZARD
It's a password! Can you just--You know 
what? Never mind.

FANNIE THE FLAPPER (O.C.)
(hysterically loud)

I am only one mascot! 

LARRY THE LIZARD
(to Dana)

Will you please go help her before she 
strokes out?

Dana grimaces but nods. She shuffles out.

LARRY THE LIZARD (CONT'D)
(to himself)

This day just gets better and better.

INT. CLASSROOM - DAY

Jenny is perched on a desk in the League's training center 
which is set up like a classroom with a chalkboard and a 
library of motivational books. On the wall, a large poster 
proclaims--

"THE POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS."

GOLDEN DRILLER, a gold-painted, shirtless, roughneck mascot, 
lounges on a chair. He rests his feet on a desk.

GOLDEN DRILLER
Sometimes I feel this overwhelming 
hatred for everyone and everything, you 
know? 

JENNY IN A JIFFY
I'm really pleased at how you are owning 
your feelings.

GOLDEN DRILLER
I guess but everybody is all upset and 
stuff.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

JENNY IN A JIFFY
Well, I think it's the punching people 
in the face that has everybody 
upset...but let's focus on your future, 
okay?

GOLDEN DRILLER
What's the point? Nobody is going to 
hire me.

JENNY IN A JIFFY
Leave that to Larry. Let's hone in on 
what you can control...

GOLDEN DRILLER
The fight is all over social media. It's 
on the news...I'm finished!

JENNY IN A JIFFY
Remember. Change your thoughts and you 
change your world. Look through the rain 
and see the rainbow.

Golden Driller frowns, then looks out the window.

GOLDEN DRILLER
(confused)

It's not raining.

JENNY IN A JIFFY
No, it's a metaphor...I meant more 
like...You can't make an omelet without 
breaking an egg.

GOLDEN DRILLER
Actually, I am kind of hungry.

Jenny just stares at him.

INT. CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

The room is being haphazardly transformed for the luncheon. 
Cheap tablecloths cover the conference table. A smaller table 
holds a pitcher of lemonade and a stack of small salads. A 
welcome message with bad clip art bounces on the projector 
screen--

"WELCOME FUTURE PROFESSIONAL MASCOTS!"

Tom and Dana are watching Golden Driller's fight video on 
Tom's cell phone--

A tall cowboy mascot bumps Golden Driller, chest to chest. 
Golden Driller shoves the cowboy into another mascot. The 
cowboy punches Golden Driller.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

Another mascot jumps in and then another. Mascots pour into 
the fight. The RUMBLE is on. FISTS FLY. ELBOWS. ROARING. 
CRASHING. CRUNCHING--

Tom lets out a gleeful hee-haw.

TOM STALLION
Epic!

DANA DINOSAUR
This is awesome! I don't know why Larry 
is so worried. Everybody loves a good 
mascot brawl...

Fannie rushes in.

FANNIE THE FLAPPER
There you are! What are you two doing?

TOM STALLION
Come check this video out.

FANNIE THE FLAPPER
You are supposed to be helping me! 
They'll be here soon and we still have 
so much to do!

DANA DINOSAUR
You do know that it's just a lunch for 
some kids, right?

FANNIE THE FLAPPER
No! Why does everybody keep saying that! 
It's a luncheon for future professional 
mascots.

Dana and Tom snicker.

FANNIE THE FLAPPER (CONT'D)
As in future members of the League? We 
have to show these youngsters that they 
should join us! That we have standards!

TOM STALLION
What standards?

Fannie stomps her feet.

FANNIE THE FLAPPER
Enough! We have a big problem! The 
caterer screwed up. They sent the side 
salads, but not the sandwiches.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (2)

TOM STALLION
Salads? That's what you're serving? 
You're never going to get anybody to 
join the League with salads.

DANA DINOSAUR
You're probably going to have a riot on 
your hands.

FANNIE THE FLAPPER
This is a fiasco! I don't know what to 
do!

TOM STALLION
Let's just order a couple of pizzas.

FANNIE THE FLAPPER
Pizza? Absolutely not! This is the Young 
Mascot Luncheon, not some hooligan 
birthday party.

A handful of YOUNG MASCOTS start to trickle into the room. 
They head straight for the table with the food.

FANNIE THE FLAPPER (CONT'D)
They're early! Oh no!

YOUNG MASCOT #1
Salads? Where's the real food? This 
place sucks!

Fannie places both palms on her forehead and lets out a long-
suffering sigh.

END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

INT. LOBBY - DAY

Dana pops a piece of nicotine gum into her mouth, then chucks 
the empty box into a trash can. She inspects a claw, pulls 
out a nail file and starts filing it. 

LARRY THE LIZARD (O.C.)
(loudly)

Dana, I need a phone number but I can't 
access my contacts! ...Or my email!

Larry storms in.

DANA DINOSAUR
Yeah. About that.

Larry closes his eyes.

DANA DINOSAUR (CONT'D)
The network is down.

Larry looks at her quizzically.

DANA DINOSAUR (CONT'D)
You told me to fix the password 
situation...

LARRY THE LIZARD
(interrupting her)

So what? You killed the network?

DANA DINOSAUR
Killed is a strong word.

LARRY THE LIZARD
Let's just skip to the part where you 
tell me how long until it's fixed...

Dana looks offended. The phone rings.

DANA DINOSAUR
(answering the phone)

National Mascot League, this is Dana. 
Uncle Sam! How's Florida?...Larry?

Larry mouthes "I'm not here."

DANA DINOSAUR (CONT'D)
(unconvincingly)

Well he's..hello? Oh gosh, you're 
breaking up! Hello? I can barely hear 
you...Are you still there?

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

She drops the phone back into the cradle and smiles 
triumphantly at Larry.

LARRY THE LIZARD
Wow. Just wow.

INT. LOBBY AT BLACK AND GOLD SIGN COMPANY - DAY

The room is full of MASCOTS, waiting to audition. Some of the 
mascots are practicing lines or practicing dance routines 
while others are working on their hair/fur. 

Golden Driller sits, clutching a folder. He watches the other 
mascots gloomily. ARTIE, an eagle mascot, enters, sees Golden 
Driller and walks over to him. 

ARTIE
Golden D! How long has it been?

GOLDEN DRILLER
Hey, Artie.

ARTIE
I didn't know you were back on the 
audition circuit! I thought you had a 
regular gig.

GOLDEN DRILLER
Well...

A door opens and an EMPLOYEE walks out. All the mascots pause 
to listen to him.

EMPLOYEE
Golden Driller?

Golden Driller looks over, incredibly relieved to not have to 
finish his sentence.

EMPLOYEE (CONT'D)
We're ready for you.

ARTIE
Good luck! See you around!

Nervously, Golden Driller threads his way through the 
mascots, careful not to step on tails or paws.

INT. OFFICE AT BLACK AND GOLD SIGN COMPANY - DAY

Golden Driller enters. At the opposite end of the room, half 
a dozen BUSINESSMEN sit, looking bored.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

BUSINESSMAN #1
(looking down at the file 
he's holding)

Golden Driller, right?

GOLDEN DRILLER
Yes, sir.

BUSINESSMAN #1
Well, welcome. Do you have your resume 
and demo reel?

Golden Driller nods. He hands the folder to the employee.

BUSINESSMAN #1 (CONT'D)
Okay, let's get started. We're a sign 
making company. So our custom made signs 
are the stars of our marketing campaign.

He points to a few examples on the table.

BUSINESSMAN #1 (CONT'D)
As our company's mascot, you'll be our 
top sign spinner. Why don't you pick a 
sign and show us what you can do?

Golden Driller looks reluctantly at the signs. The employee 
turns on an upbeat song.

BUSINESSMAN #1 (CONT'D)
Whenever you're ready.

Golden Driller nervously picks up the sign closest to him. 
Taking a deep breath, he attempts to twirl a sign and 
immediately drops it.

BUSINESSMAN #1 (CONT'D)
Okay, let's try that again. There's no 
need to be nervous.

Golden Driller reaches down and picks the sign up. He starts 
spinning it again. This time he gets a rhythm going. He adds 
a trick, a jump here and an extra twirl there. He's smiling. 
The businessmen are nodding.

Cocky now, Golden Driller drops into a breakdance spin, using 
his boot to twirl the sign. All of a sudden the sign spins 
off, SMACKING the employee in the face. He drops, CRASHING 
down onto the big speaker. 

There's stunned silence. 
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INT. LARRY'S OFFICE - DAY

Larry enters, holding a phonebook. He does a double-take and 
scowls.

Anthony, a gigantic bird, a flesh and blood Andean Condor, 
paces on Larry's desk, cooing. Off to one side, a computer 
flips through a screen saver of photos of a younger Larry as 
a professional mascot.

LARRY THE LIZARD
(walking in)

Anthony! You've gotta make an 
appointment! You can't just show up!

Anthony pecks at Larry's shiny nameplate.

LARRY THE LIZARD (CONT'D)
Look, I know you're upset. But I can't 
do this today.

(pauses, glances at his 
watch)

Okay. Fine. Three minutes.

Larry pushes around the bird, trying to find his chair. 
Anthony ruffles his feathers, clipping Larry in the face 
hard. Holding his nose, his eyes watering, Larry pulls out 
his phone.

LARRY THE LIZARD (CONT'D)
So they sent me the video.

A shaky video starts on Larry's cellphone--

Anthony, at a hockey game, is being paraded around by a 
trainer. There's fun background music, cheering fans. 
Everything looks great. But then Anthony goes off script and 
takes flight. There's shrieking off-screen. The video 
refocuses on Anthony who has landed on a middle-aged woman.

--Larry pauses the video.

LARRY THE LIZARD (CONT'D)
So yeah. Let's talk about this. 

INT. CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

The room is uncomfortably quiet. The young mascots sit glumly 
around the table, picking at their salads. Fannie is fiddling 
with the overhead screen, trying unsuccessfully to play the 
promo video.

FANNIE THE FLAPPER
Give me just one second, everybody.

(laughing nervously)
(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

FANNIE THE FLAPPER (CONT'D)
We appear to be having technical 
difficulties.

Fannie presses buttons blindly as Dana looks on.

YOUNG MASCOT #4
(whispering loudly)

This is so lame.

The young mascots giggle. Frustrated, Fannie gives up on the 
video and turns to the kids with a tight smile.

FANNIE THE FLAPPER
(clearing her throat)

While we eat, I thought we could talk 
about life as a professional mascot and 
how the League can provide you guidance.

YOUNG MASCOT #2
What if we don't want to be a 
professional mascot?

FANNIE THE FLAPPER
(ignoring her)

My own journey as a professional mascot 
has been full of adventure and 
excitement.

YOUNG MASCOT #3
(incredulously)

You're a professional mascot? Who do you 
rep? 

YOUNG MASCOT #4
I've never seen you in anything.

FANNIE THE FLAPPER
Well, recently, I've been working here 
at the National Mascot League. We 
support professional mascots--

YOUNG MASCOT #2
So you're not a professional mascot 
anymore?

FANNIE THE FLAPPER
I still consider myself a professional 
mascot.

YOUNG MASCOT #4
Yeah, but really you just work here.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (2)

FANNIE THE FLAPPER
(flustered)

I've worked with some of the biggest 
names in the business. I've repped for 
some of the most prestigious companies.

The young mascots look skeptical.

YOUNG MASCOT #2
Who wants to be a professional mascot, 
anyways? I want to be a writer.

YOUNG MASCOT #4
Yeah. I want to be a NBA player. Not 
just some stupid half time show.

Tom enters and wanders over to Dana.

TOM STALLION
How's it going?

DANA DINOSAUR
Pull up a chair, they're eating her 
alive.

He laughs, then walks over to Fannie.

TOM STALLION
How about that pizza?

END OF ACT TWO
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ACT THREE

INT. LOBBY - DAY

Dana is on her computer. Larry and an IT GUY stand next to 
her desk.

LARRY THE LIZARD
(to the IT guy)

I appreciate you coming out on such 
short notice.

IT GUY
No problem. I look at this as an 
opportunity for you all to learn and 
reflect.

LARRY THE LIZARD
Right. So, we're all good now?

IT GUY
Yep. Like I told Dana here, it's really 
important to create a password you're 
going to remember.  

DANA DINOSAUR
(earnestly)

It makes sense. Because who's going to 
remember it otherwise, right?

IT GUY
(to Dana)

That's right. Password maintenance is 
tricky but I like the way you've stuck 
with it and not given up.

DANA DINOSAUR
Yeah! 

(to Larry)
We ended up deciding I should write my 
password down on a Post-It Note.

Larry looks concerned and glances at the IT guy.

LARRY THE LIZARD
A Post-It Note? Is that secure?

IT GUY
It's not ideal but after the third time 
I reset her password, it was the best 
option I could come up with.

LARRY THE LIZARD
(rolling his eyes)

Right.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

Larry walks the IT guy to the door. The phone rings.

DANA DINOSAUR
(answering the phone)

National Mascot League, this is Dana.

Dana looks over at Larry with raised eyebrows. He mouthes 
"I'm not here."

DANA DINOSAUR (CONT'D)
(nervously)

Is Larry available? Well. Uh.

Larry shakes his head frantically.

DANA DINOSAUR (CONT'D)
(panicked)

Uh. Larry...Larry is...Um. Sorry, 
Larry's dead, can I have him call you 
back?

Larry smacks his forehead. Dana hangs up. There's a moment of 
silence.

DANA DINOSAUR (CONT'D)
That was intense.

INT. CLASSROOM - DAY

Upbeat dance music blares. The desks have been pushed back 
and two lines of MASCOTS face each other, dancing. 

JENNY IN A JIFFY
(loudly)

Good, keep it up! Remember, your crowd 
feeds off your energy.

A PENGUIN MASCOT shimmies down the middle, doing his best 
'Robot.' He's followed by a BULL MASCOT doing the conga.

Golden Driller shuffles into the classroom. Jenny sees him 
and frowns.

JENNY IN A JIFFY (CONT'D)
(to the dancers)

Okay! Let's take five. Remember to 
hydrate! You don't want to be the mascot 
that passes out on the big day!

The mascots waddle out.

JENNY IN A JIFFY (CONT'D)
Driller, how'd the interview go?

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

GOLDEN DRILLER
I don't want to talk about it.

JENNY IN A JIFFY
I'm sure it wasn't that bad.

Golden Driller sits down heavily in a chair. He clasps his 
head in his hands.

GOLDEN DRILLER
Face it. I don't have what it takes.

JENNY IN A JIFFY
What? No way! You've got to just turn 
that frown upside down!

GOLDEN DRILLER
The only reason American Petroleum hired 
me was because of Uncle Sam. Without 
him, I'm nothing.

JENNY IN A JIFFY
Not true!

GOLDEN DRILLER
I've got no skills! Unless you count 
being related to the most famous 
professional mascot in history...

Golden Driller slumps in the chair.

JENNY IN A JIFFY
I imagine it's pretty tough being in 
Uncle Sam's shadow.

Golden Driller shrugs.

JENNY IN A JIFFY (CONT'D)
But it seems like to me that you spend 
so much time fighting his shadow that 
you've never gotten around to figuring 
out who you really are.

The mascots shuffle back in from their break. 

GOLDEN DRILLER
(quietly)

I know who I am. I'm a nobody.

Jenny opens her mouth to retort but Golden Driller jumps up.

GOLDEN DRILLER (CONT'D)
I'll see you around.

He leaves. 
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INT. LOBBY - DAY

Tom trots in with a stack of pizzas as Golden Driller drags 
himself through the lobby.

TOM STALLION
Hey, it's the mascot with fists of gold! 
How's it going?

Golden Driller shrugs.

TOM STALLION (CONT'D)
You know what you need? Pizza. Come on, 
come have a slice.

Golden Driller hesitates but then follows him.

INT. CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

The luncheon remains subdued. Most of the young mascots 
appear bored and are goofing around on their cell phones. 
Fannie, upset, drinks glass after glass of lemonade.

Tom and Golden Driller enter.

TOM STALLION
Did somebody order pizza?

The young mascots look up, delighted. Tom drops the pizza 
boxes on the table and they descend on the food.

YOUNG MASCOT #1
Oh, man! I love food!

GOLDEN DRILLER
Pizza is life, dude.

YOUNG MASCOT #1
I would totally rep for a pizza company 
for free.

GOLDEN DRILLER
No way, just make them pay you in pizza!

YOUNG MASCOT #4
How sweet would that be?

They all laugh. One of the mascots looks closer at Golden 
Driller.

YOUNG MASCOT #2
Hey, you're Golden Driller!

GOLDEN DRILLER
Yeah, so?

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

The mascot pushes another mascot.

YOUNG MASCOT #2
Dude, it's Golden Driller.

The mascots all turn to stare at Golden Driller.

YOUNG MASCOT #3
Wow! You are like so awesome!

YOUNG MASCOT #4
You're huge on Instagram!

YOUNG MASCOT #2
That's because he's legit. How many 
followers do you have?

GOLDEN DRILLER
Oh, I don't know--

YOUNG MASCOT #1
How'd you get so big? I mean I want to 
be a social media influencer but I only 
have like 200 followers.

YOUNG MASCOT #2
Yeah, you got any advice for us?

Golden Driller looks around, bewildered at all the adoration 
and attention.

Larry and Jenny enter.

LARRY THE LIZARD
(to Tom)

We heard there was pizza.

Larry sees Golden Driller talking to all the young mascots.

LARRY THE LIZARD (CONT'D)
What's going on?

FANNIE THE FLAPPER
(baffled)

I don't understand it. They couldn't 
care less what I had to say but they're 
glued to his every word.

TOM STALLION
Pizza is the great equalizer.

Larry, Tom, Jenny and Fannie watch Golden Driller, 
fascinated.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (2)

JENNY IN A JIFFY
He speaks their language.

Jenny turns to Larry.

JENNY IN A JIFFY (CONT'D)
You and Uncle Sam keep trying to force 
Golden Driller to be the kind of 
professional mascot you all were. But 
the world changed.

They continue watching Golden Driller as he laughs and jokes 
with the young mascots.

JENNY IN A JIFFY (CONT'D)
Face it. He is the new modern 
professional mascot.

Fannie looks horrified. She watches Golden Driller for a 
moment and then her shoulders slump.

LARRY THE LIZARD
(intrigued)

You know what? You might be onto 
something.

They all contemplate the thought as the young mascots burst 
out in laughter at something Golden Driller has said.

END OF ACT THREE
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TAG

INT. CLASSROOM - DAY

Jenny sips her vanilla iced latte and listens intently to her 
visitors, the THREE FROGS.

JENNY IN A JIFFY
Okay, I hear you saying that you feel 
like the industry is typecasting you. Is 
that right?

FROG #1
Yeah. Yeah. I mean we trained at Yale 
School of Drama, for frog sakes! We have 
range! 

JENNY IN A JIFFY
Okay, that's wonderful. Range is 
wonderful.

FROG #3
But all anybody remembers us for is that 
stupid commercial!

FROG #2
Yeah. We're way more than that. We've 
done Shakespeare, Tarantino, even a 
little Clint Eastwood.

The frogs laugh.

FROG #3
Go--

FROG #2
Ahead--

FROG #1
Make--

FROG #3
My--

FROG #2
Day--

FROG #1
See? Range.

Jenny gapes at them for a moment before recovering herself.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

JENNY IN A JIFFY
Well. Absolutely. Wonderful, just 
wonderful. So, we should talk about how 
I can help--

FROG #3
We should do our Saint Crispin Day 
speech from Henry the Fifth for her!

FROG #2
Oh man, you're going to love this one. 
It's intense.

END OF SHOW
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